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About This Game

Nightmare Grotto is a horror-themed monster wave shooter for the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift. How long can you survive?

 Supports global steam leaderboards for Accuracy, Score, and number of kills.

 Supports two weapon types: Dual Pistols or Assault Rifle.

 Immersive horror aesthetic.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Nightmare Grotto
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
8th Shore, Inc.
Publisher:
8th Shore, Inc.
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows™ 7 SP1, Windows™ 8.1 or later or Windows™ 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970, or AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 1400 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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nightmare grotto vr. nightmare grotto steam. nightmare grotto gameplay. nightmare grotto. bottle grotto nightmare. nightmare
key bottle grotto. bottle grotto nightmare key

Just when you think you can't possibly get any angrier and want to quit, you beat a level. And it's the most satisfying feeling
there is.. It's okay

10\/10
-IGN

seriously though, it is actually a pretty funny game, and the voice actor for the scai- erm sorry dragon sounds really awesome, I'd
reccomend picking it up in a sale though if you really want this game, not saying it's bad just not saying it's good either, I'm kind
of neuteral but lean more towards positive, there really is just not much to say about this game, you fly around as a dragon with
a cool voice and kill human beings and pigs occupying villages.. Yeah it just simply does not work. Game has no options, only
opens full-screen. Apparently (based on the forums) there are options if you do enough clicks before you close the game the
first time, but you're more likely to close the game before that to see if Steam has a "Launch Windowed" option when you
launch. (It does not.) If you close the game before the options thing comes up, it never will.

Due to the lack of options, you also can't turn off the grating MIDI music. I actually lived through the era of 8-bit games, and I
can assure you none of our games sounded that terrible.

In short: this game is completely buggy and broken, which is kind of amazing considering how simple it is.

If you like "clicker" games, stick with Clicker Heroes, which actually works correctly and won't destroy your ear drums.. Thank
Based OP for delivering my dubs. With snappy controls and level design to keep you on your toes, Fitz the Fox is an enjoyable
game with a fun retro style.
**EDIT** the soundtrack is amazing aswell. Its gonna be stuck in my head for days!. How I got the Game: Crafted a badge and
got a coupon for this game. I used it, got this game, and didn't touch it for a while.

I live streamed this game to 100% completion in one sitting after finding out that Antichamber killed my stream. I beat this
game in about 37 minutes and 100% it in an hour. While playing through the game I had a reviewing mindset on and noticed
things that would go into the review below.

Controls: 10\/10

Simple S & D to move, Space to jump, and Shift to shoot. You can continue holding down the Shift button to keep shooting.

Story: N\/A

This is a 2-D platformer shooter that has no story. I would compare it to Mario, but this has even less story than that, so I won't
score for this category.

Weapons and Power-Ups: 4\/10

There are two power-ups on the game. Both of them increase shooting speed (I think so, it wasn't that memorable though) while
also changing the look of the projectiles. The problem with the Power-Ups: You can collect the first power-up again after dying
in the stage with the already collected power-up. The original power-up stays with you, and collecting it again counts as getting
the second power-up. This makes the game broken in some aspects.

Characters: N\/A

There is only one character in the game, and they don't have a backstory because of the previously mention lack of story.

Character Design: 8\/10

The character sticks to the same design that is present in the rest of the game, but there could have been more added to make the
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character more visually appealing.

Enemies: 7\/10

There are four enemies in the game. One shoots at the player and the shots go through walls. Another jumps at you, and can
jump far. The third flies at you, and is harder to hit. The last one is the 3rd enemy with more health. There could have been
more variety.

Enemy Design: 7\/10

Same ideas as the Character Design section. There could have been more done with the reskin than just a palette swap.

Level Design: 1\/10 BAD BAD BAD

There is a great amount of thoughts I have on this subject. To begin with, the layouts for the levels is very much like the Give
Up series on the PC. You start with a basic level, with more obstacles being tacked on as you progress. In Pixel Shooter, there is
an immense amount of the stuff that added doesn't even interfere with how you played the level previously. There are no secrets
within the levels, which means that if you recognize the layout, you know where to go without the need for exploration.

This game commits the unfortunate crime of enemy spam to make the levels more "challenging" and "interesting." This can
overwhelm a player going through the game when a level they thought they knew had four enemies placed right at spawn. On
top of that, there is only two tiles in the game (ground and spikes), meaning that the level is even more bland because of the lack
of variety. It is even worse when you notice how many times the tiles are misaligned by a tiny bit. There a floating spikes, small
pointless gaps, and other mistakes! There is 22 levels in the game.

The Final Level\/Boss: 2\/10

As mentioned previously in the Level Design section, the repetition of levels with added stuff is here. Unfortunately, the part
where most of that stuff doesn't mean anything to the player also shows. During my playthrough, I was surprised on how simple
the solution was. This wasn't a good final level, and I feel that overall the work on level design was severely lacking.

Achievements: 4\/10

There are 5 achievements in the game, with one being to play the game for an hour (why I had to play for an hour to 100%),
while the other four were awarded to the player every five levels they completed. They are supposed to be given at level 5, 10,
15, and 20. Instead, they are given at level 4, 9, 14, and 19. This means that 4\/5 achievements don't even work the way that they
are supposed to.

OST: 5\/10

There is only one piece to the soundtrack, and while it did keep repeating, I never had it bother me. There just needs to be more
in the game.

Overall Score: 5.3\/10

This game feels incomplete. The achievements are broken, the power-ups are broken, the levels weren't made correctly, the
character is bland, the enemies are bland, the tiles are bland. There is a large amount of bad here and a small amount of good. I
do not recommend this game to people.. First impressions are absurdly positive. I'm really impressed with this one. There's so
much stuff in this game, and it's all so well presented and well put together.

This really feels like a whole new level of grand strategy games, setting the bar higher than ever.
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This game is fantastic and endlessly entertaining. The soundtrack is killer and the combos you string together are just as good as
any AAA title. I spend hours dying and retrying not because the game is cruel, but because I'm trying to string together the
perfect kill chains. It's just so satisfying to catch one guy and throw him into the next and watch them both explode. Also, my
computer is a potato and this game runs fine, which is really nice these days.. I usually dont make reviews or enjoy early access
games, however, ive been surprised twice this month, the first was with battlerite, and the other was this game.
I enjoy visual novels, specially romantic ones. And when i saw the romance tag on this work, together with the art style the
author has, made me purchase this game regardless of being in early access.
I didnt get much romance, since the story is still incomplete, but i got something i did not think id find in a vn, a good "combat"
system. I played the casual mode, it was difficult, and i will try the normal mode after new story comes out, the characters are
really charming and have a great development so far.
The only negatives i can think of are proper of an early access game (few bugs here and there, unpolished details,etc) , and cant
be solved without funds, which will only come if more ppl try this game.
So, my honest review?
if you compare this to all the other good visual novels out there, id give it an 8\/10, however, this game was made by a single
person and i think it deserves a bit more credit than those that are made by lots. so id give a 9\/10. Good music, good thematic,
Excellent art, and great combat. This creator deserves a chance to show its full potential, lets give it a chance.. This game is very
clearly EA, it's a good concept, and it is fun. but there ARE some problems, Some animations just default to "Sliding" around at
random, many AI teammates just "Run" backwards into eternity, so if you don't pick em up, they're gone, and oh my frigging
GOD if I get killed during a cutscene again I'm gonna lose it, because yes, oh yes friends THEY CAN SHOOT YOU....even if
you can't move. Plus some of the levels are Waaaaay to hard, either due to poor design (i.e. Gators just Spearheading you for an
insta kill, and you being unable to avoid them due to the terrain, or because they just "appeared", though that may be a graphical
error...). and general buckshot it damn near un-killable without grenades.

However the game has MASSIVE potential, local\/internet co-op and workshop support (Levels, Chars, Weps...Total
conversions maybe, mission editing and scripting) would make it a pure gem, and some fine tuning of weapons and terrain
would be a godsend. This game is like Ikari Warriors on the NES (But this game controls so much better), the controls are solid,
and the current string of things is appropriate for a new game like this, it's worth the $10, I waited 'till the sale ended to pay for
the game.

Is it worth $10 in it's current state? Yes
Is it perfect? Hell no
Remember Ikari Warriors? No? Well play this anyway
Can it be made better? Absolutely
Will it? Most likely as the issues are just a set of minor ones that compound it to 1 big one.
It's a fun shmup remniscent of the NES era long past, I'm glad I bought this game, and I'm glad the devs are working on it!

And for the love of ANYTHING dear to you Play the Demo, it's free, that way if you don't like the game...don't
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 about it, however if you want to be part of something interesting, and blowing things to
pieces is your thing, BUY IT!...oh yeah, and the organs of your enemies? They slide around and blood trails everywhere...even
better!. Really Great , could you add a name tag to the dummy ? so i can feel like kill my friend .... So I bought this game, not
knowing exactly what it was, other than it had something to do with puppets. After testing out all it's functionalities, I can tell
you it is a bit rough around the edges and it's a game\/app that is obviously in EA for a reason. As always, when a game is is on
EA, it's a risky proposition because one never knows how the game or app will grow and evolve, if it all, from its early access
start. I am reviewing this game as is, in its current state.

This game reminds me a lot of a less polished version of Mindshow, with some key differences. I love Mindshow and it's super
polished, amazing free app to make VR shows that you can upload to social media. Unlike Mindshow, however, you cannot
record your show and upload to social media and it's not as easy to use as mindshow or as polished (there's also no artificial time
limit on your shows but that may not be all that good if you read on).

In Puppets VR, you can make your own live puppet shows in VR (whether you ever will have an audience is a different
question). You can have a puppet in either hand and you can use your motion controllers to move it's mouth (open and shut),
head (swivels around), and bring the puppets arms together or apart. You will have to supply the voices and you can move the
puppet around anywhere on stage. You can customize your puppets. There's 4 different looking puppets and you can change
some features to make them more unique, such as adding a hat or eyebrows or buck teeth.
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You are behind a stage in a theatre with one or two puppets in each hand (but you can teleport out of there too). If you only have
one puppet then you can use your other hand to more easily control the stage lights, the stage curtains, get one of 4 props which
you can give to your puppet and they can hold on to. Note: I could only get the curtains to move in multiplayer and not
singleplayer.

There are two different modes, either single player or multiplayer. In multiplayer you can create your own server where
presumably people can come to watch your show. There's a theatre full of seats where you can transport to. Or I assume people
can come and view your show from. There's also a video recording camera which shows a vignette of your show as it is
happening live. However, I could not figure out if it records and don't know if this option exists or is planned.

So it seems that momentarily you can only create your own shows live. And I'm not sure if anybody can actually view your show
(including yourself). However, all the mechanics are there for this to happen.

Obviously, more stuff is needed to make a really good puppet show. Not only are more puppets needed (all 4 are currently
humanoid). But even more customizations are needed for each of those puppets. There needs to be more backgrounds in your
puppet stage, it's currently barren with only a curtain behind you with the logo for Puppets VR that you can open or close (you
need a starry night, winter background, fall, school, etc.). There needs to be a video recording option to your shows that you can
upload to social media. I think most people would want to do recorded puppet shows in VR versus doing live audience ones.
There needs to be more props than just the four current ones.

I'm not sure that there will ever be live audiences, other than if you can get your friends or family to come and for that to
happen there does need to a free version as planned by the devs. There also needs to be a tutorial to making your own puppet
show. Currently, you just have to figure it out for yourself. Just do multiplayer, maybe somebody will pop in.

Despite all its shortcomings, I do recommend this app\/game. Please keep in mind my criticisms. But I actually had fun playing
around with the puppets (and you will need your imagination to make it work). I hope the devs work on making the record video
option work asap. Otherwise, we're just playing around the stage for fun.

Rating 6\/10 must buy if you have any interest in playing around with puppets or doing a puppet show
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